Several techniques for running Prolog programs on pipelined vector processors, such as the Hitachi S-820 or the Cray-2, are developed.
The third reason is that a unification is mapped to various operations case-by-case at machine level. These operations cannot be executed by a single uni-function vector instruction because unification is a bidirectional (multi-function) operation.
1. Two examples will be shown in the next two sections.
Basics of Prolog
One of them is a deterministic procedure, which means that the procedure has a single solution, or always only one clause of the procedure succeed. The other is a nondeterministic procedure, which means that it has multiple solutions, or more than one clause of the procedure may succeed. They are included because the execution and the vectorization methods of nondeterministic procedures are different from those of deterministic procedures, Mode declaration, which plays an important role on checking determinacy, is explained in Section 2.4.
A Deterministic Example
The following example is the well-known append procedure, which concatenates two lists. 
A Nondeterministic Example
The append procedure can also be used to split a list.
? -append(X, Y, [a, b] The and-vectorization method is currently being developed and its details will be described in a future paper.
Basic Ideas of Or-Vectorization
The three problems listed in Section 1.2 must be solved in order to achieve vectorization. Their details in the case of orvectorization are explained below.
(1) Data structure problem 3A is mainly an execution mechanism problem, and 38 is a vectorization techniques problem.
The following methods were used to solve these problems. Code generation is a simple process in most cases. It is similar to the compilation process of the Fortran vectorizing compiler.
Or-Vectorization of Deterministic Procedures
The vectorized form and the outline of the vectorization process of the append procedure with mode declaration 2.5, i.e., deterministic append, is shown in figure 5 .
The first line of the source program is the mode declaration. In the current implementation, it is indispensable for vectorization. 
Or-Vectorization of Nondeterministic Procedures
The vectorized form and the outline of the vectorization process of the append procedure with mode declaration 2.6, i.e., nondeterministic append is shown in figure 6 . The vectorization process is also divided into three steps, i.e., replacing arguments, concatenating clauses into a single clause and specializing unifiers, and vectorization. The first two steps are done the same way as the deterministic case. However, the output is different because the mode declaration is different.
The vectorization shown in figure 6 is based also on the masked operation method. The first three formal arguments (i.e., 
The important points are as follows. be used afterwards must also be compressed.
